Abstract-The efficiency of the emerging smart power grid infrastructure critically depends on the ability of the communication network to deliver real-time energy prices to the consumers. This paper's contribution is twofold. First, it derives the relevant Quality of Service (QoS) communication requirements and proposes the corresponding overall performance criterion for the communication network, which quantifies the negative effect of delaying energy pricing information on the grid operations.
layer network optimization aimed at minimization of the aggregate expected loss. The important features of this optimization are taking advantage of multipath routing and priority traffic scheduling to mitigate communication outages and communication delays respectively.
Finally, the conclusion summarizes and discusses directions of future research.
II. COMMUNICATION PERFORMANCE
This section quantifies the impact of communication QoS on the smart power grid performance. We assume strategic energy consumers who draw certain utility from consuming energy. Each consumer attempts to maximize the net utility, which is the difference between the drawn utility and the cost. Since energy price fluctuates, communication delays and outages result in suboptimal decisions by energy consumers. Subsection A quantifies energy consumer losses due to outdated power pricing information. Subsection B derives flow and packet level communication utilities.
A. Impact of Outdated Energy Prices
Following [1] - [3] we assume that a decision on power However, in real life the instantaneous energy prices are not known to the consumers since (a) power prices are random due to numerous factors, e.g., fluctuations in the power generation and consumption levels, and (b) unavoidable delays in the communicating of the real-time prices to the consumers. In the rest of this subsection we quantify inefficiencies in the levels of power consumption due to these delays. According to the Market Efficiency Hypothesis (MEH) [4] , we assume that on the time scale of interest, energy price follows a Brownian motion: 
Expanding the consumer utility about the estimated energy consumption and leaving the first three terms:
we obtain the following approximations for the "optimal" energy consumption:
and consumer net utility loss:
where
Averaging (6) 
In (8) 
B. Communication QoS Utility
We assume that pricing information is delivered by a store-and-forward packet communication network, and thus a consumer relies on the price delivered by the last received packet. Increase in the flow rate increases packet delays creating a tradeoff between flow and packet level performances for each user. There are also tradeoffs between performances of different users.
These tradeoffs can be quantified by combining individual losses/utilities into an aggregate utility to be optimized over communication resource allocation. The specific definition of combined loss/utility should on the one hand be relevant to practical needs, and on the other hand should produce tractable solutions. We alleviate these concerns by combining flow and packet level losses with a heavier weighting assigned to packet-level losses. This approach can be justified in heavy load regime, when packet delays are distributed exponentially, and thus larger weights to the average packet delays can be linked to the corresponding level of confidence. Following this line of reasoning we construct the aggregate performance criterion as follows. The aggregate loss due to the real-time price sampling error is:
and the aggregate loss due to packet delay by the corresponding weighted average packet delay: 
where the parameter 1 ≥ γ quantifies the relative weighting of packet vs. sampling delays.
In practice packets may be significantly delayed or even lost due to communication outages. We model this possibility by assuming that while s d characterizes packet delays on short time scale, communication outages are described by assuming that flow rates s f are random on the long time scale. The corresponding averaged loss (9) 
The loss (12) 
. In this case the flow-level loss (12) can be approximated as follows:
Due to time scale separation, we approximate the long time scale aggregate packet-level loss as follows
is the average packet delay conditioned on the flow vector f f= . The combined long-
III. NETWORK UTILITY
The losses (13) and (14) represent QoS-level negative utilities at the flow and packet levels respectively. Network Utility Maximization (NUM) based cross-layer network optimization aims at minimizing these losses, given network resources. However, performing this optimization requires first mapping QoS-level utilities into network-level utilities by expressing the corresponding QoS parameters, i.e., aggregate 
A. Flow-level Utility
We assume that communication network delivers real-time pricing information to each user S s ∈ over a set of feasible routes s R r ∈ , each route r being a collection of links r l ∈ . Assuming that each link is either operational or nonoperational, we obtain the following expression for consumer s aggregate information flow: The average aggregate flow rate for user s can be approximated as follows:
The variance of the aggregate flow rate for user s is 
where 
The generalization is straightforward.
Substituting (21) into (14) we obtain the following approximation for the long time scale aggregate packet-level loss:
Generally, average queuing delays on a link l depend on the entire flow vector f since queues at different links are statistically interdependent.
Fortunately, empirical observations, simulations, and some analytical results suggest that for practical purposes discounting these interdependencies results in acceptable approximation. Moreover, queues at different links can be approximated by jointly statistically independent queues with Poisson incoming streams of requests.
This approximation under the name M/G/1 hypothesis has been widely used for First In First Out (FIFO) queues in wireline networks starting with [8] . Application of the M/G/1 hypothesis to priority queues in wireless networks has been proposed in [9] . One may expect that the M/G/1 approximation is applicable when arriving flow on each link is a sum of a large number of "small" flows from adjacent links and thus can be approximated by a Poisson process.
Given the priority mechanism implementation, the average queuing delay sl .
Changing the order of summation in (22) we obtain
) ( : ) ( scale, the loss is minimized over packet scheduling for given current flow rates and subject to the capacity constraints. On the long time scale, the loss is minimized over flow rates. Subsection B discusses the packet scheduling optimization, and Subsection C discusses the flow optimization, which includes congestion control and routing.
A. Cross-Layer Optimization Problem
Combining (15) with (23)- (24) we obtain the expression for the aggregate loss (28) subject to (18)- (19), (27) . Note that waiting times sl w in (27) play the role of penalty functions preventing violation of the link capacity constraints.
Due to time scale separation, the solution to the optimization problem (28) can be implemented in two steps as follows. In the short time scale, given set of current link flows ) ( sl g , packet scheduling on each link l is determined by the solution to the following optimization problem: (18)- (19) .
B. Packet Scheduling
Solution to optimization problem (29) is known within various classes of scheduling discipline [8] . For example, in widely used class of Head-Of-the-Line (HOL) scheduling disciplines, optimization (29) yields HOL priority scheduling which assigns higher priority to traffic flows with higher packet importance s α [8] . Despite this explicit solution to (29), two major issues require more research. First, it is costly to implement a queue supporting a large number of priorities.
In practice the number of priority classes K is much smaller than the number of consumers, and the question is how to assign consumers to different priority classes. A second issue is security, which in particular requires flow separation to mitigate the effect of denial-of-service attacks. The rest of this subsection briefly discusses these issues. types of priorities allowing some degree of traffic separation intended to mitigate effect of denial of service attacks. Here we only note that while the "optimal" traffic separation can be achieved with Leaky Bucket Regulators (LBR) [10] - [11] , optimal selection of the LBR parameters is a difficult problem [12] .
C. Flow Control & Routing
In a scenario without communication outages: Equations (32)-(33) form a closed system of equations which yields unique solution for the optimal link costs (33) and optimal flows (32) on the minimum cost routes [13] - [14] . This solution (32)-(33) can be implemented in a distributed way by a combination of adaptive, state-dependent, minimum cost routing and specific form of Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which is known as TCP-Reno, and Active Queue Management (AQM) [7] , [13] - [14] .
The scenario with communication outages is significantly more complex since parameters
